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1.  Created  
 Genesis 1:24-27 

2.  Arranged 
 Genesis 2:18-25 

3.  Brokenness 
 Genesis 3:1-20 

4.  Restoration 
 Genesis 3:21
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Many of the principles that Louie discusses are applicable 
to other relationships in our lives (friends, family, 
neighbours, etc.)  As you think about and discuss the 
following questions, consider what God is teaching you 
about any of the relationships in your life.

Discussion questions
1. We are all in a different place in our relationships.  

Take some time and share where you are.  Share 
some thoughts you have about relationships.

2. Louie starts with the assumption, “Relationships 
succeed when an awareness of God and a 
connectivity to God are foremost in our thinking.”  
Do you agree?  If so, why do you think this is the 
case?

3. In Genesis 1, we see that God created humans in His 
own image.  How does that shape our view of each 
other and ourselves?

4. Where do you try and find your value?  According to 
Genesis 1, where is our value found?

5. What lens do you find yourself sizing up people?  
Culture’s lens or God’s lens?

6. Did it matter to God that man and woman were 
different and unique?  How do God’s thoughts about 
men and women impact the way you see and treat 
people?

7. Louie talked about putting things in our lives in order.  
What areas in your life do you need to get in order 
before you invite someone in the process?

8. What are the relational consequences for not 
following God’s way?

9. How did God give us a picture of Jesus after the fall?

10. Every woman and every man needs to fall in love with 
Jesus before they fall in love with each other.  Do you 
agree that falling in love with Jesus is important?  Do 
you know Jesus?  Have you fallen in love with Him?  
Do you tend to follow Jesus out of obligation?




